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Gangsterism has spreaded in Indonesia, it begins from big city until village is dominated by crime gang. Lampung police has operated “Sikat Krakatau” which is held in the middle of 2012. “Sikat Krakatau Operation 2012” focused on the gangsterism problems. This operation focused on hold up, extortion, persecution. This operation is done by terminal, market, harbor with target the unemployed are disturbing residents. The problem of the research is how the police efforts overcome crimes committed by gang in Lampung and what the factors become obstacle in prevention crimes which is done by gang in Lampung.

The method of this research used normative juridical and empric juridical approach, while the data source and Type of data is taken from the primary data, secondary data and from primary matter of law, secondary matter of Law, and tertiary matter of Law, this population is Lampung police and Lecture of Law Faculty Lampung University. The collecting the data consists of document and field study, while the data used editing method, systematization, classification and tabulation.

Based on the result of research and discussion states that the efforts police in prevent crimes which is done gang in Lampung, non-penal efforts and penal efforts. Non-penal efforts are the efforts preventing crimes outside the court, so the main target is to prevent the cause conducive factors crimes. Non-penal efforts which can be done are social hygiene; scout activity; social hygiene with religion education; use of mass media, use of technology modern and use of preventive potency from Police; activity police which is done continually and activity oriented public service or communicative-educative activity with community. While, the efforts penal efforts focused on repressive after crimes, for example investigation acts, investigating, prosecute and judge checking. The factors which can be obstacle in preventing crimes which is done by gang in Lampung, there is no role which manage crimes which is
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done by gang applicable both nationally and local regulations, law personnel who do not act decisively in preventing crimes which is done by gang, facilities do not support apathetic community, and culture which provokes gang to crimes act continuously.

To help preventing process of gang, police should improve professional and human resources., besides that community should be pro-active in joining police in preventing and eradicating a gang in Lampung.